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Use
EHG's supply air beam Premum can be used for cooling,
heating and ventilation.

and noise issues. And with the new adjustable AirGuide
system, altering the flow pattern is simpler than ever.

Installation

The Premum chilled beam is fully integratable with the
EHG eHybrid solution and together they provide an optimal energy efficient solution

Premum I-60 is installed into a false ceiling, and can be
suspended by hangers or threaded rods.
As standard Premum is delivered for a 24" x 24" lay-in
celling. Premum can also be delivered with a variety of
different Clip-in options, making the beam suitable for
other types of false ceilings.

Worth noting
Premum features the EHG JetCone, an innovative way
of regulating the air volume. The air volume can easily
be adjusted without having to worry about pressure

EHG's supply air beams are Eurovent-certified and
tested according to EN-15116, EN-14518.

Key figures
Length:
Width:
Height:

I-60 and X-60: 47.2" - 118.1"
I-62:		
49.2" - 123"
min. steps of 4"
23.3" (I-60),
25.4" (I-62)
and 23.6" (X-60)
7.9"
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Optimal functions

JetCone and AirGuide

Premum is based on the induction principle. Ventilation
air is released through the nozzles into a dispersal zone,
thereby creating a low static pressure. The low pressure
causes the warm air from the room to be induced into
the ventilation air through the battery. The volume of the
recirculated indoor air is two to seven times the ventilation air. The air is cooled as it passes through the battery, which consists of aluminium fins with copper pipes
filled with cold, running water. The heat from the room
is absorbed through the aluminium fins and then transferred through the copper pipe to the water circuit and
goes further to a central cooling unit.

The opening size of the nozzles can be adjusted, by operating the adjustment pins in each corner of the beam.
The air distribution can also be adjusted, to achieve different amounts of air on either side of the beam, or to
achieve an asymmetrical air pattern along the side of the
beam. All thanks to our patent pending JetCone system.
Furthermore, it is possible to change the air flow pattern,
by using the patent pending EHG AirGuide system. The
EHG AirGuide system consist of four individual rows of
deflectors, each with two adjusting points. By changing
the setting of the deflectors, the air flow is guided into the
desired flow pattern.

Premum can also be delivered with an exhaust air valve,
upon request.

The design is made to secure the coanda effect and a
fan-shaped air pattern. The adherence of the air to the
beam already occurs at the JetCone opening. Then, due
to the coanda effect, the air follows the side of the beam
towards the ceiling.

Air duct

Copper pipes
Coanda effect

Cooled air

Warm indoor air

Actuators

Battery
Air duct
Copper pipes

Detachable faceplate

Picture 1. Premum is based on the induction principle.
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Hygiene

Construction

Everything is accessible for service

Premum is flexible

The Premum faceplate is simple to lower or remove. The
faceplate is kept in place by four cotter pins. If two of
the cotter pins, on one of the long sides of the faceplate
are removed, the faceplate will open and hang from the
other two pins. For complete removal, please see the
installation instruction. When the faceplate is lowered or
removed, the battery is accessible from below (see picture 2).

Premum is developed and designed to achieve a high
degree of flexibility. The flexibility allows air pattern, air
flow and air pressure to be changed simply for different
situations from below for adjustment and maintenance.
It is easy to set the initial settings and adjust the air pattern, airflow and air pressure by using the JetCone and
AirGuide systems.
The water pipes are made of copper. Nevertheless, the
water should be oxygen-free to prevent corrosion.

Picture 2. When the faceplate is lowered or
removed, the battery are accessible
from below.
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Premum is delivered as standard with EHG’s JetCone air
volume adjustment system. The JetCone System makes
Premum a very flexible product with possibility of adjusting air diffusion, air volume and air pressure. Adjustment
is made by setting the four adjustment pins into different
positions. The adjustment pins can be set in any of the
10 steps, thereby offering a total of 40 different settings.
The adjustment is done without any tools, which makes
it very fast and easy to adjust the air pattern, air volume
and air pressure. The fast adjustment system gives an
opportunity within planning, since the product choice
can be made in an early stage and the products can be
drawn into the planning of the project even though the
planner do not have all the data normally required to
select a suitable beam.

Premum
Picture 4.
EHG’s JetCone
air volume
adjustment
system.

1.

6.

JetCones
Adjustment pins

8.

0.

Adjustment AirGuide deflector
The EHG AirGuide system also offers tool-free adjustment. With a total of eight adjustment points (two points
on each of the four deflector), and four different settings
at each adjustment point, the AirGuide deflectors have
32 different settings (Picture 3). The adjustment is simply
done by releasing a retaining clip in one end of the deflector. The deflector can then be adjusted to the desired setting and the retaining clip is refitted. These easy steps are
then carried out for all the adjustment points that needs
to be changed.

Position 9.
Max open nozzle,
≈100% air flow.
Nozzles
0
2
4
6
8

1
3
5
7
9

Position 0.
Max closed nozzle,
≈ 20% air flow.

Picture 3.
Example: A number of Premum beams are installed in an open-plan office. A separate office is to be fitted into the room.
If the climate is to be optimal, the air volume and air distribution needs to be adjusted on the Premum beam that will be
built into the new room (see picture 5). If the air has to be directed in a specific direction, it is also possible to adjust an
asymmetrical distribution pattern (see picture 4). For more information please go to www.lindqst.com.

Picture 5. A separate office is to be fitted
into the room. If the climate is
to be optimal, the air quantity and air volume need to
be adjusted for the Premum
beam that will be built into the
new room.
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Data
Plus features

Versions
Premum I 60 is installed as an integrated part of a false
ceiling, where the beam is fitted on top of a standard
lay-in support bar. Premum can also be delivered with
various Clip-in options, making the beam suitable for different types of false ceilings.
Lengths: Premum is available in lengths from:
I-60 and X-60:

47.2" - 118.1"

in steps of 4"

I-62:		

49.2" - 123"

in steps of 4"

Water connection: The water connections for Premum
are made of 0.5" copper pipes.
Air connection: Premum is supplied with a EHG NPU-5
for EHG G-3® ducts.
Design: Premum is supplied as standard with a Slot perforation, with 50% open area. Other perforation patterns
are also available.
Surface treatment: Premum is supplied as standard in
enamelled sheet metal, color white, RAL 9010, gloss 30.

Factory preinstalled.
Heating: The product can be equipped with an additional water circuit in the battery to provide a heating
function.
Crosstalk protection: Crosstalk protection is build-in
as standard.
Integrated valve and actuator: A control valve, with
variable Kv value, and an actuator can be pre-installed in
the product.
Factory settings: Presetting of pressure (Pa) and air
flow (l/s).
Exhaust air valve: Premum can be delivered with build
in exhaust.

Accessories
Delivered separately.
Suspension components: 4 threaded rods (24" - 48"),
or MHS hangers (24" - 48"), for all beam lengths.

Color
Premum is available as standard in white, RAL 9010,
gloss value 30. Other colors may be ordered specially.
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Ventilation connections
A

94
Top
view
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C
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C

D

D

A
Figure 1. For A connection, Premum is delivered with EHG's standard nipple (NPU-5).
For B, C, and D connection, EHG's elbow piece (BU 90°) is included.
Connection A

Connection B

A1

Figure 2. Examples of the most common Premum supply air A and B variants.
Go to next page to see overview of various water pipe connections.
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Water connections

7

Possible Premum connections,
air ( A, B, C, D ) and water ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 ).

2

1

A:
B:
C:
D:

1,
1,
3,
3,

2,
2,
4,
4,

3,
3,
7,
7,
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3

4, 7, 8
4, 7, 8
8
8

8

Figure 3. Possible connections, water cooling and heating.

Connection 1 or 3

Cooling out

400

Connection 2 or 4

Cooling in

Heating out

4

Cooling in

Cooling out
Heating out

Heating in

n125

Heating in

45°

131

150

120

Figure 4. Placement of cooling and heating pipes (0.5"). Note: When compression couplings are used, support sleeves must be
applied.
Connection 7 or 8

Heating out
Heating in

109

Cooling in

All Premum copper pipeoutlets / inlets are labled
to ensure correct connections.

41.5

1.6"

86.5

3.4"

98

Cooling out

7

Example: Premum A7

A

Figure 5. Placement of cooling
and heating pipes (0.5").
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Valves & actuators
Valve

Actuator
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Figure 7.		 Illustration of how the valve and actuator is placed
		 inside the chilled beam, A1 example, Premum.

Figure 6. Valve with actuator mounted.

Dimensions, (in)
Examples below show Premum I-60 models with A air connection. For external dimensions, see next page.

Connection 1 or 3

Connection 2 or 4

n125
5"Ø

180
7"
250
9.8"

Connection 7 or 8
15.75"
400

125
5"Ø

131
5.2"

150
6"

1.6"
40

120
4.7"

200
7.9"

45°

592

Figure 8. Premum I-60-A with possible water connections.

Weight and water volume
Air in
ø125

Weight, lb/ft
Water content, heating, gal/ft
Copper pipes, quality
Pressure class

0.06

Table 4. Premum's weight and water volume.
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Water content, cooling, gal/ft

10
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Premum

0.02
SS/EN 12449
PN10
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Premum I-60

4"

4.3"

Suspension

14.6

40

1.6

97

23.3

ln

( Premum I-62 = 24.3 )

40

ln = 47.2" - 118.1" in steps of 4".
I-62

ln = 49.2" - 123" in steps of 4".
Length of Premum I-60 / I-62 = ln - 0.3".

10

Figure 9. Premum I-60 suspension, dimensions. Suspension components are not supplied as part of the standard 		
package.

4.3"

Premum X-60

10
0.4"

4"

14.6"
370

23.6"
599

ln

ln = 47.2" - 118.1" in steps of 4".
Length of Premum X-60 = ln - 0.04".
Figure 10. Premum X-60 suspension, dimensions. Suspension components are not supplied as part of the standard 		
package.
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